ABOUT
CARD EGO
Almost everyone wants to have a metal or black credit card
instead of the regular cards. This is mainly because metal credit
cards give the illusion of wealth, exclusivity, power and connection. With a metal credit card one feels the sense of control
and it also earns such a person respect amongst other people.
People who use these cards are seen as important people in
the society since these cards are known to be held by affluent
people. Furthermore, these cards also improve the self-esteem
and confidence of the people holding them because such people get the sense of being important.
Bryce Cleveland, CEO of CARD EGO has made it possible for
all the people to have the metal credit cards. He has achieved
this through CARD EGO changing the regular cards into metal
cards. This company provides all people with these prestigious
credit cards instead of the regular ones that are common with
many people. The process of getting a metal card from Card
Ego is simple and can be done by almost anyone. The company
has simplified the process of getting the cards with a primary
objective of ensuring that more people all over the world are
able to get these cards conveniently. We want you all to feel
the way we did when we first used our metal cards.
Qualities metal cards that make them more popular than the
regular banking metal cards include that they thicker. This
makes them more durable for they cannot crack easily even if
pressure is exerted. Because of this one does not have to worry
about keeping the cards even in the back pocket for even if
they are sat on they do not get damaged. Another quality that
makes these metal cards better is that they are heavier. This
means that one can easily notice when the card falls off for one
will feel that there is something that has fallen from the pocket.
Furthermore, the card just looks elegant and therefore one feels
good while using it or just keeping in the wallet.

OUR
PROCESS

We realize that sending someone your credit card can be a bit of an intimidating thing. We here to
assure you that this is an extremely safe, fast and secureprocess. Your information is transferred
from one card to the next but never stored in any of our programs. A simple sweet transition f rom
your existing plastic card to the new metal credit or debit card.
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Card Ego makes the process of upgrading your status by upgrading your existing credit/debit card simple, safe, and secure. Find the card that fits your style
best, and start customizing. Because we are using
your current credit/debit card information, if you purchase more than one card, you will need to send us
the accompanying amount of cards, (if you purchase
3 cards, we will need 3 of your existing credit or debit
cards). Once you checkout you will instantly receive
a pre-paid postage stamp to print out at home. Place
your card(s) in a letter size or manila envelope, attach
postage, and drop your card in the mail. Our pre-paid
postage is trackable so you can ensure you card
makes it here quickly and safely.

You’ll be happy to hear that we take it from here!
Once we receive your existing credit/debit card,
we begin our transfer process. This is a 24-hour
turnaround process that has been tried and tested to ensure the validity and safety of your card
remain intact. We are able to use a data transferring process to transfer the encrypted information
so you will be able to swipe your new metal card
as if it were your old credit card. Your credit card
numbers, expiration, csv codes will all remain the
same. We will also be removing your security chip
from your current card and securing it into your
new CARD EGO card. You will be happy to hear
that unlike other companies, the chip transfer is a
standard feature and will be done with every card.
After all what good is your new card if it doesn’t
function correctly! After we have completed the
transfer process, we will FedEX your new metal
credit card to your door! Cards are usually delivered in the US within 2 business days.

Go out and impress! We guarantee you are going
to love the way people look and treat you while using your metal credit card. As always remember to
drop us a line to let us know how you like your new
card, be sure to share where you take your card
@card_ego. Last since we know you are going to
want to tell your friends about your card, be sure
to sign up for our rewards program! You can earn
heavy discounts for both you and your friends for
sharing your CARD EGO.

IMPORTANT NOTES
You will upgrade the same amount of cards as
you purchase
You do not need to add any extra postage or
tracking

IMPORTANT NOTES

Print out your postage at home

The transfer process is a 24-hour turnaround process.

Use any letter sized or manila envelope

Your chip will be transferred to your new card.

Be sure to check out our CARD EGO Insurance to
safeguard you against your new CARD EGO being
lost or stolen!

All your information on your card will remain the
same.
In order to protect you and your identity, before we
can release your new card we will need to verify your
identity so we can match your name to your card. You
can quickly and easily upload a picture of your ID and
front and back of your credit or debit card.

IMPORTANT NOTES
Go out and impress
Start a conversation, without saying a word
Join our rewards program to earn heavy discounts for you and anyone you share this with.
Share the love on social and show us where
you are taking your CARD EGO.

CARD
CONSTRUCTION
SIMPLE & SLEEK
When it comes to metal credit
cards, less is more. Each one
of our custom metal credit card
is simple, sleek and designed
to impress. Let’s be honest, the
goal here is to achieve the look
of the original metal credit cards
without having to qualify to get
one. Don’t clutter your card
with extra logos and decorative
envgraving. Keep it simple, keep
it sleek, keep it CARD EGO.

STAINLESS STEEL
Our custom metal credit cards
are made of stainless steel
construction. They are crafted
to last and grab attention. People are impressed when they
grab hold of your card. Usually,
they haven’t seen one before,
and all they know is that it
must mean that you money to
achieve status of a metal card.

SWIPE ME
CHIP READY
All CARD EGO cards feature the
chip technology to ensure your
card works wherever you go
and it preserves your existing
credit card security. Credit card
chips use encryption technology
to add extra protection to your
personal information. They were
introduced a few years back in
attempt to reduce your risk for
fraud by disabling people from
accessing your information.

Not all terminals across the
world are chip ready, so your
card will be able to swipe. We
use detailed programs to transfer your existing data to your
new metal credit card.

LASER ENGRAVING
Personalized engraving to
make your card custom and
give it to that refine look.

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR CARD
Pick a pattern or logo that best represents your
style, company or brand. Unify your sales team by
ordering custom metal cards for each rep. Place
your company logo on a custom CARD EGO card
and watch as your sales reps confidence soars, and
more deals get closed. Show your team and clients
that you mean business with an all-metal card.
Customize your plastic credit/debit card into one
of these stainless steel .8 mm thick custom metal
cards. Specially engraved and designed to boost
your CARD EGO. Our service is 100% safe and secure. Please reach out to us with any questions.

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON
The card you use makes a statement. Whether it’s checking in at a resort,
or buying dinner for a client or staff meeting. Ready to upgrade your style?
Choose between one or all of our luxury card styles; Black, Rose Gold, and
Gold. Boost your own Ego, or be a real boss and upgrade cards for your
whole sales team. Prices vary depending on the quantity of cards ordered.

Black

EQUIP YOUR SALES TEAM
1-4

$250

5-9

$225

10-19

$200

20-49

$150

49-100

$125

100-500

$100

500-749

$75

750-999

$50

1000 +

$25

Rose Gold

Gold

CARD
CARD EGO
EGO
FAQ’S
FAQ’S
ARE MY PAYMENTS
SECURE?
Yes! We are committed to
safeguarding and keeping your
personal information just that,
personal. We maintain your
privacy and use a secure checkout process in order to keep you
safe. All of our transactions are
conducted through our Shopify
platform and are secure and
insured. Your information is
never stored and or seen by
us. it sleek, keep it CARD EGO.

WHAT IS
CARD EGO?
Card Ego is a company formed
to help the public achieve the
status and excitement of receiving a metal credit card, without
having to qualify for one. We are
a technical company who can
upgrade your existing plastic
credit cards to custom heavy
metal credit cards. We use a secure precise process to transfer
over your data from your existing
card to a new metal card.

IS CARD EGO
AFFILIATED WITH
MY BANK?
No! We are a third party privately
owned and operated company
that has no affiliation to any
bank. We are not issuing you
a new line of credit, simply upgrading the look and feel of your
plastic credit card.

CONTACT
US
PHONE
844.LIFE.EGO
EMAIL
eric@cardego.com
BUSINESS HOURS
8 AM -6:30 PM M-F

